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ABSTRL~T 
A theoretical study by J. E. Chance and J. M. Cantu is included in 
the Appendix of this paper on the -~egetation model of G. H. Suits (1). 
The experim~ntal bidirectional reflectance of cotton is presented and 
compared to the Suits model. Some wheat reflectance data is presented 
for a Mexican dwarf l,heat. The general. results are that the exchange of 
source position and detector position gives the same reflectance measure-
ment if the irradiance is purely specular. This agrees with Suits. The 
:t.eflectance versus sun angle and reflectance versus detector angle do 
not agree with the Suits predictions. There is qualitative agreement 
betl-leen the Suits model and refle~tance versus wavelength, but quantitative 
agreement has not been observed. Reflectance of a vegetation canopy with 
detector azimuth shows a change of 10 to 110% for even sun angles near 
zenith, so it seems advisable to include azimuthal angles into models of 
vegetation. 
(l)G. H. Suits, Remote Sensing of Environment 2,117 (1972). 
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FINAL REPORT 
INTRODUCTION 
The task of identifying varieties of agricultural crops from satellite 
altitude has proven to be a very challenging problem. An empirical appro-
ach using statistical techniques has been used predominantly, but in 
recent years a physical model approach which includes both models of the 
atmosphere and of the plants themselves has been used to try to estab-
lish cause-effect relationships. 
The number of temporal variables involved in the problem renders the 
empirical approach useless if a training field is used to categorize crops 
over a period as long as I or 2 hours as was shown by Ha1ila,et. al. (1) 
At the same time these time-dependent parameters make physical models so 
complicated that they rapidly become formidable. 
The Suits(2) model was an attempt to use only the predominant physical 
parameters of a plant canopy that affect the reflectance. This report is 
a study of the properties of the Suits model on cotton and, to a limited 
extent, wheat to determine if the dominant charactzristics have, indeed, 
been modeled. The principal investigator aroused the interest of a pro-
fessor from the Mathematics Department at Pan American University, Dr. 
J. E. Chance, and a Master's Degree Candidate, Mr. Juan Manuel Cantu, to 
further study the mathematical properties of the Suits model. As far as 
was practicable the same questions that vlere asked of the model were asked 
of the field measurements with comparisons being made in this report. 
The main factors that are of interest are the following: 
(a) Will the reflectance measurement be affected by interchange 
of source and detector? 
(b) In what regime of source position and observer position is 
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the bidirectional reflectance function the ~ost sensitive? The 
1eal't sensitive? 
(c) Does the top surface reflection of leaves, which in many plants 
is admittedly non-Lambertian, as observed in single-leaf experi-
ments of Breece and Rolmes(3) account for the non-Lambertian 
properties of vegetative canopies. 
(d) In generll1 characteristics, how is the qualitative agreement 
between the model and field measurements? Is the agreement 
about the same for low leaf area index (L.A. I.) crops and for 
high L.A.I. crops? 
(e) Is the azimuthal variation negligible as implied by Suits' 
assumption of azimuthal symmetry? 
Most of the data were collected on cotton, sampled from two different 
fields l,here the L.A.I. was 5.3 and 5.5. The l,heat was a Mexican dwarf 
variety grol;n in Eagle Pass, Texas. The variety was Penjamo and is nearly 
identical to the high-yield varieties introduced 10 years ago into India 
and Pakistan and now called Ka1yan, Ka1yan-sona, and Sona-1ika. The L.A.I. 
of the wheat reported here was 2.1 and Was in a mature green stage with 
well-developed heads. 
THEORY OF MEASUREMENTS 
The reflectance is defined as p = 
litr 21 
1Ei21 , where I~I or IEil are the 
magnitudes of the electric field vectors of the reflected and incident 
radiation, respectively. This can easily be lv-ritten as the ratio of the 
total time-averaged "outward" moving radiant power relative to the surface 
being considered. In a laboratory spectrometer single l.eaf reflectance is 
normally measured by irradiating the leaf .7ith white light from a diffuse 
source and measuring the light reflecting in a particular direction. In 
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order to apply the definition of the reflectance, it appears to this inves-
tigator that one should specify the type of source and type of detector as: 
"hemispherical - hemispherical reflectance" or "hemispherical - angular 
reflectance", etc. This would also dictate that the reflectance function 
should be defined as 
radiance 
P = irradiance 
as done by Breece and Holmes(3). 
In the case of field studies, the source of irradiance is a combination 
specular from direct sunlight and diffuse from skylight. In any field 
studies one should separately measure both components. 
The reflectance of the canopy as determined in this report is the 
bi-angular or angular-angular reflectance. The ratio of specular to diffuse 
solar irradiance varied from ~95% to a worst case of 67%. If one assumes 
pure specular flux from the sun, then the reflectance can be determined as 
follows: 
PA (canopy) 
Pc = 8nDetAA Det cos8Det 
where the crop is viewed with a detector looking through a solid angle 80net 
at a projected area AA cos8Det 
and . PA (sun) 
is measured irradiance of the 
sun falling on an area AA. 
PA is the power in watts 
arriving at the detector in 
the ,qavelength interval centered on A., This assumes a completely blac'< sky 
and a sun sub tending a solid angle 8nsun at the position of the obse
rver. 
Since for fieldmeasuremen'l:s. a technique must be utilized that integrates 
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the' total i.rad~ance,o~ direct sunlight plus diffuse light. This can be 
accomplished in the following manner: Use a diffusely reflecting panel 
having a knOIV'Il reflectance, PA (panel), placed in the same position as the 
canopy ~7hose reflectance is to be determined. One then obtains for the 
panel 
PA (p:;nel / PA (sun) 
PA (panel) = 8~et 8A coSBDet 8Qsun 8A cOSBsun 
where 8A is the area seen by the detector. This then yields an integrated 
value for the total solar irradiance; the canopy reflectance b~comes 
4 
P (canopy) = PA (c
anopy) ~ PA (panel) • 
8nnet 8ADet COSBDe~ -PA (panel)8~et ~~osBDet 
Because of the experimental difficulty of having a reflectance standard large 
enough to be observed at the same position as the agricultural canopy, a 
horizontal panel is placed about 1 meter below the detector ~~ad and observed 
from a vertical position of the head. This requires that in the denominator 
BDet = 0°, and the equation thus yields 
PA (canopy) / PA (panel) 
P (canopy) = ADet cosBnet lIAoet PA (panel) 
P (canopy) = (( 
'\ tcanopy)/ PA (panel) 
~y lIAoet 
PA (panel) 
cosBDet 
One thus has a measuring technique that does not involve the geometry of the 
detector. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS: 
Reflectance measurements taken in the field are made from the top of 
portable construction platform using a wedge-filter type radiometer 
(Is co Model SR) equipped lvith a 1.8 meter fiber optics probe. The field of 
view to half maximum is 13° and full field is 19°. The spectral band 
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width is 15 nanometers (nm) in the visible and 30 nm in the infrared with 
a range of 380 nm to 1550 nm. 
Spectral intensity was measured in the field by viewing the canopy 
from 4.9 m above the top of the plants at some azimuth angle measured from 
0° as magnetic north and a polar angle measured from 0° straight down 
5 
along a plumb line. The radiometer readings were combined .,lith the absolute 
reflectance of the reflectance panel to give the absolute bidirectional 
reflectance function for the canopy as detailed in the previous section. 
The reflectance panel .. as spray painted ~lith at least 3 layers of 
Eastman Kodak White Reflectance Coating {16080 made of barium sulfate and 
having a reflectance >97%. The absolute reflectance .. as determined perio-
dically from the United States Depart-ment of Agriculture, Agricultural 
Research Service (USDA, ARS) at Weslaco, Texas, standard vitrolite sample 
using a Beclcrnan DK-2A(5). 
The variations in radiance from the canopy as a function of azimuthal 
and of polar angle were recorded on an X-Y recorder as follows: A drafting 
machine was disassembled and modified to allow the radiometer fiber optics 
probe to be clamped at any polar angle. A 0.1% precision potentiometer 
.. as placed above the rotating head as sho~m in Fig. 1 to give a voltage 
read-out proportional to the angle displayed on the X-axis of the recorder 
while simultaneously the Y-axis is the radiometer output. This 180° 
azimuth is scanned in about 1 minute and reversed to give some indication 
of the noise and transient fluctuations. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 
(a) The first result is the effect of interchanging the source and 
detector positions. The altitude or polar angles ielere measured from zenith 
and the azimuth angles are magnetic compass measurements. 
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connected to a 2~2 volt battery. 
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RUN 
C50 
C7 
C5l 
C8 
W39 
H6l 
..... 1 
TABLE 1. Effect of exchanging sun and detector positions. 
DATE 
7/12/75 
7/21/75 
7/12/75 
7/21/75 
4/19/75 
4/19/75 
Cotton measurements are sho~m for run prefix C and 
wheat is prefix H. 
SUN POLAR DETECTOR POLAR HAVELENGTH REFLECTANCE 
& AZIMUTH & AZIMUTH (nm) 
49°, 270° 45°, 90° 500 0.O20±0.002 
55°, 90° 45°, 270° 500 0.020±0.002 
50° , 270° 45° , 90° 850 0.22±0.06 
5/fo , 90° 45° , 270° 850 0.27±0.06 
35° , 270° 30° , 90° 850 0.37±.O15 
27° , 90° 30° , 270° 850 0.30±.014 
6 
The indicated errors are the combined effects of fluctuations on the radio-
meter signal from the cotton crop and from the reflectance panel and the 
estimated error in the absolute reflectance of the standard panel. The spec-
ular flux ~~as 78% of the total at 850 nm and 75% at 500 nm on 7/21/75 at a 
solar polar angle of 45°; on 7/12/75 the specular flux ~vas 89% at 850 nm and 
83% at 500 nm at a solar polar angle of 11°. The fact that the solar polar 
angles were so much different for these measurements makes it impossible to 
compare sky conditions other than to say that both days were quite clear 
(based On similar data reported by Jones & Condit(6). Total solar irra-
diances for the two days in question ~~ere 233 watts/cm2 for 7/12/75 and 225 
on 7/21/75 at 850 nm; these differ by only 4%. This is justification for 
considering the sky conditions essentially the same. The 500 nm data has 
small error bars and shows exchange symmetry; the 850 nm data has large 
error bars and shows differences smaller than error limits. He thus con-
clude that the exchange of source and observer gives reflectance values that 
are essentially the same for cotton. 
The exchange of source and observer for wheat is shown. There is not 
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perfect exchange because the sun angle was 35° and 27° for the cases shown. 
The specular flux was variable because of the presence of high cirrus 
clouds; it varied from 51% to 68% specular. Because of these factors, the 
exchange property for ,.heat cannot be verified. 
(b) The variation of reflectance of cotton with sun angle is shown in 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for two angles of view at 500 nm and 850 nm, respectively. 
The general trends are toward moderate variations until the sun angle is 
more than 50° from vertical; the variation in reflectance is more pronounced 
in the near infrared compared to 500 nm. The data indicate that a minimum 
exists in the 850 nm data for a sun angle of about 400-5oPin cotton. The 
Suits model prediction is shown in Fig. 7 of the report of Chance and Cantu 
in the Appendix of this paper. The saddle-point behavior predicted by 
Suits sho,'ls a "plateau" and decreasing reflectance versus sun angle for a 
view angle of <35°. In the observer angle range >50°, there is an increasing 
reflectance versus sun angle; in the intermediate range the reflectance is 
nearly flat. 
The only qualitative comparison one can make beb'leen the Suits pre-
diction and experimental values is that there is a change in the general 
behavior of the reflectance in the vicinity of observer angle 40°. Since 
the cotton canopy is nearly uniform, it is clear that the effect is not a 
result of a layer structure at the tops of the plants reflecting most of the 
light at extreme solar angles and extreme observer angles. If one accepts 
the exchange symmetry, it follows that the isoreflectance surface must have 
diagonal syF~etry and can have a maximum, a minimum, a saddle-point or 
completely flat. This all assumes the relative insensitivity to the azimuth 
angle beb'leen source and observer. We proceed to not. look at reflectance 
versus observer angle at fixed sun angle, i.e., slicing the isoreflectance 
surfa~e in the direction of fixed sun angle. 
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Figure 2. The reflectance of cotton at 500 run for various sun polar angles. 
The detector polar angle ~qafl at*Oo and x 300 loo~ing at an azimuth 
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Figure 3. The reflectance of cotton at 850 nm for various sun polar angles. 
The detector polar angle i;as at" 0° and it 30° looking at an 
azimuth angle 180° from the sun azimuth. 
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(c) The observer angle influence on the reflectance is observed in 
Figs. 4 and 5. The reflectance is shown here to be very sensitive to the 
8 
polar angle of view at 850 nrn, while the variation at 500 nm is only slight. 
The vertical plane through which the detector was scanned contained the sun 
in eve~ case (the effect of choosing other planes of observation can be 
found from the azimuthal scans). 
The combination of reflectance versus sun angle and reflectance versus 
observer angle mrutes possible an experimental plot of isoreflectance curves 
for purposes of comparing these results with the Suits model predictions. 
The general features of this plot for cotton do not agree with the saddle-
point behavior predicted by the Suits model. The slices s,t constant sun 
angle and variable detector angle show maxima as seen in Figs. 4 and 5. 
This may be attributable to either top surface specular reflectance from 
the leaves or to heliotropic movement of the leaves. More experimentel 
evidence will be presented to support the first @ffect; the second effect 
seems to explain the maximum that occurs in the data presented in Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5. The maximum reflectance occurs when the observer has his back 
to the sun looking at about _5° in the IR and at _30° in the visible. 
This general behavior of the reflectance might be expected for a collection 
of leaves oriented tmqard the sun. 
Shown in Figs. 6 and 7 is the reflectance of ,qheat at constant sun 
angle and variable detector polar angle. The negative sun angle indicates 
a morning sun. Note that there is no sign of row effects because the rm,s 
were only 0.16 meters apart. Since the L.A.1. was only 2.1, it seems that 
the data may have been greatly affected by the light, sandy-colored soil 
background. Looking vertically down,'7ard, the soil ~7as readily visible; 
whereas at an angle of 30° or more only vegetation·'could be seen. The bare 
s6il reflectance at 500 nm was 0.13 and at 850 nm it was 0.31. 
The effect observed by Breece and Holmes on single-leaf non-Lambertian 
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Figure 4. C.otton reflectance mea.surements at 500 run at a sun polar angle of 
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reflectance was expected from the top surface of the canopy observed at 
extreme sun angles. Observer polar angle versus reflectance is shown in 
Figs. 8 and 9. The negative angles for the sun were morning positions; the 
negative angles for the observer polar angle were with the observer looking 
westward in the plane of the sun. The reflectance showed a high value when 
the observer was loolong sunward in both morning and afternoon at 500 run. 
The effect was not seen at 850 nm. This agrees with the observations of 
Breece and Holmes(3) on soybean leaves with a source polar angle of 60° 
(shown in their Fig. 6). Their observation was that there was ~, very strong 
tendency for specular reflectance in the visible ,vavelength ranges and the 
IR looked nearly Lambertian. One interesting feature of the 850 run data 
was the marked effect of row structure at extreme sun angles compared to 
only a small effect at 500 nm (See Figs. 10 and 11). Compared to Figs. 8 
and 9, the rmv effects are much smaller, while the sun has moved only 12°. 
These results can be accounted for by the follOwing discussion. Cotton has 
very large, nearly flat leaves. These leaves are nearly symmetrically dis-
tributed about the central stalk of the plant as we determined by stripping 
5 randomly-selected plants. The average leaf slope was 32°. The helio-
tropic effect "7as observed with time-lapse movie photography, but the mag·· 
nitude of the change in leaf position was only a few degrees in the leaves 
in the upper part of the plant. The asymmetrical reflectance versus observer 
angle curves were probably due to non-Lambertian leaf reflectance as observed 
by Breece and Holmes on corn and soybeans. The rO"7 structure seen in the 
IR and not in the visible was most likely due to the fact that the IR pene-· 
tration into the canopy is about 7 leaves deep and in the visible it is only 
about 2 leaves deep(7). Therefore, the area between the rows which had a 
low L.A.I. of 2 to 5 would contrast with that in the ro,vs of 10 or more if 
the light was penetrating to 7 leaves deep as in the infrared. To the human 
eye the canopy was nearly uniform. 
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the sun. 
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(d) The qualitative agreement between the data gathered in the field 
and the Suits model is discussed beginning on page 39 of the report in the 
Appendix of this paper. 
(e) The azimuthal variations in reflectance are sholm for various sun 
angles in Figs. 12 and 13 for cotton and in Figs. 14 and 15 for ~7heat. The 
only features are row structures that show in the 850 nm data for cotton. 
Azimuthal positions of the detector yield different values of the measured 
reflectance by as much as 25% (Fig. 14), so one is forced to admit that 
azimuthal angles are important when modeling vegetation. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
1. Exchange symmetry predicted by the Suits model for interchange of 
source and detector is generally verified for pure specular irradiance. 
2. The bidirectional reflectance function for cotton shows large 
variation in the IR at extreme sun angles (i.e., >500 from zenith) and 
moderate variation in the visible. 
3. The general behavior of the bidirectional reflectance function 
with SUn angle and observer angle predicted by the Suits model does not 
agree with the observed experimental data for cotton. 
4. Azimuthal variation is of the order of 10% - 400 for both cotton 
and l~heat. 
5. The v7heat reflectance data shows very few distinct trends. No 
effects of row structure are apparent. Insufficient data exist to make 
generalizations about trends of the reflectance with sun angle and observer 
angle. 
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Foreword 
For the interested reader who wishes to have exact values 
on Suits 'Reflectance (1TL/E) graphs contained in this 
paper, a description of each theoretical, graph is in-
cluded in Appendix 1. Also to be fOlllld in Appendix 1 
are Suits' parametets for cotton and wheat. 
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1. Introduction 
Many of the problems relating to the growth of the world's popu-
lation and the maintenance of basic subsistence levels for individuals 
li.Lthin this population depend upon an accurate inventory of -the world's 
crops. Current proposed solutions to the problem of crop inventory 
depend on data gathered by satellites-remote sensing. USing ground 
reflectance patterns at selected wavelengths as data a discrimination is 
to be made among the various cropS. Typically, to discriminate between 
fields of cotton and wheat a mathematical model is employed that relates 
the reJJX)tely sensed reflectance patterns to their causes i.e. wheat 
canopies or cotton canopies. Many mathematical JJX)dels are proposed by 
various investigators [2], [3], [5] with more or less unlmown discrimina-
tion capabilities. These JJX)dels are roughly divided into two categories-
deterministic and statistical. The deterministic models attempt to develop 
a cause-effect relatiortship between the input parameters (sun angle, viewer 
angle, plant parameters, etc.) and the observed changes in the reflectance 
patterns, with the ability to explain observed changes in reflectance 
patterns. This type of model is desirable since the cause-effect relation-
ship allows one to explain the alteration in reflectance patterns caused 
by crop diseases, pests, drought, and to optimize crop yields. The maj or 
weakness of this type of model is the inability to mathematically describe 
the subtle relationships that exists between the causes and effects. In 
fact this is such a serious problem that many researchers rely on stat-
istical models using the philosophy that a crop can be identified by its 
reflectance properties by observing a large number of test plots of the 
same crop and measuring their variabilities. This type of mathematical 
I 
I 
I 
·1 
.. 
, 
, 
model has shown good results in laboratory envirorunents but fails to 
discriminate adequately ldth a moderate diurnal variation [1]. 
The purpose of this study is to examine a proposed family of 
deterministic mathematical models for vegetative canopy reflectance 
developed by G. H. Suits of the Envirorunental Research Institute of 
Michigan (BRIM) [2]. A solution for each of these models is given, 
along mth a computer program for implementing these solutions. Pro-
perties of these solutions mll be discussed, and the mathematical 
models mll be compared with actual field data. Finally, suggestions 
will be given for improvements of these models and future areas for 
investigation will be ciiscussed. 
2. The Solution of the Suits' Model for Canopy Reflectance 
The importance of recognizing plant canopies by using remote 
sensing techniques has continued to grow. Mathematical models have 
been developed to interpret data acquired by remote sensing devices. 
2 
It is hoped that mathematical models can predict different reflectances 
for different crops. A study of the models should reveal the l~eaknesses 
and strengths of each model. Also, a study of the different models should 
expose the features which can best differentiate between different crops. 
One of the models developed for identification of plant crul0pies 
was devised by G"}'l1Il H. Suits. Suits' model marks the first attempt to 
acCOI.IIlt for directional reflectance as a function of view angle. It 
also attempts. to trace changes in reflectance to spectral and geometric 
changes wi thin the plant canopy. In Suits' model the plant canopy is 
divided into N layer which are infinitely extended. The last layer is 
always bounded by the soil. Badl layer can have several components 
l 
Ii 
1 i 
. 
'J J " ... _------ ~ 1--- ______ J I L 1 .. _- .-.----- 1 
3 
(leaves, stalks, flowers) which exhibit different optical and physical 
properties. The components are assumed to be randomly distributed and 
, 
homogeneously mixed. The components in each layer are idealized as a 
conbination ,of a vertical and a horizontal panel. The vertical and 
horizontal panels act as, Lambertian surfaces; that is, they diffusely 
reflect and transmit the incident light. The area of the horizontal 
panel is obtained by prdjecting the area of the component on a hori-
zontal plane. Similarly, the area of the vertical panel is obtained 
by projecting the area of the component on tNO orthogonal vertical 
planes. 
The radiant flux that interacts with the canopy is divided into 
tNo types: specular flux which arrives directly from the sun and 
diffuse flux. The synbols EACs,i,x), EAC+d,i,x), and EAC-d,i,x) 
represent the specular flux, the upward directed diffuse flux, and the 
downward directed diffuse flux in the i th layer and level x for a parti-
cular wavelength CA). In Suits I model the level of a layer is measured 
downward from the top of the layer. Since dOl'll1ll'ard in Suits I model is 
in the negative direction) then both the level and the total depth of a 
layer are negative nunbers. To determine EAC+d,i,x), EAC-d,i,x), and 
EACs,i,x), the differenti81 equations 
and 
dEA (-d,i,x) 
dx 
dE (s ,i ,x) 
A 
dx 
= 
= 
", 
L.,_' __ '_'_'-,-'1 __ '_'»-_"'-_"_"'_-"'-_' _'-.... '-_'.;.-_--___ '\ 
I 
I 
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must be sOlved. The constants a., b oJ c., c.', and k are derived from 
1. 1. 1. 1. 
measurements of the canopy components. If only one type of component 
occupies the i th layer, then 
a· = [O"hnh (1 - T) + O"vnv (1 _ P ; T)], 2 
\ 
b. = [O"h~ P +'0" n (p ; T)], 2' vv 
C. = [O"h~ P +, (~) 0" n (~) tan 9 ] , 1. 1F VV 2 
c. ' = [O"h~ T 1+ (~) 0" n (p ; T) tan 9 ], 
1. VV 
and 
where O"h is the average area of the proj ection of the component on a 
horizontal plane, 0" is the average area of the projection of the 
v 
canopy component on two orthogonal vertical planes, nh is the number of 
horizontal projections per tmit volwne, ~ is the nunber of vertical 
projections per tmit volume, 9 is the polar angle for incident specular 
flux, P is the hemisperical reflectance of the component at this wave-
length, and T is the hemispherical transmittance of the component at 
this wavelength. If there are more than one type of components in 
layer i, then the values a, b, c, C I, and k are obtained for each type 
seT'::lrately and added together respectively to obtaiil a., b., c., C. I, 
1. 1. 1. 1. 
and k.. For example, if there are two types of components in layer i, 
1. 
\ 
then 
a. = a(type 1) + a(type 2). 
1. 
.. 
1 
5 
The bOlmdary conditions require that at the top of the first 
layer the only downward directed flux be specular flux. This can be 
stai-.ed as EA (s ,1,0) = 1. Hence the downward directed diffuse flux: is 
zero, or EA (-d,l,O) '" O. At the layer botmdaries, the conditions require 
that the upward and do\ffiward directed flux: be continuous. Finally, at 
the soil level, the botmda-ry conditions require that all downward 
. 
t 
directed flux be reflected to produce upward directed diffuse flux. This 
last condition may be stated as 
where psis the soil reflectance, N is the last layer, and dN is the
 
depth of the last layer. 
2.1 Solution to the Botmdary-Value Problem Associated with the N Layer 
Model 
The system of differential equations may be stated as 
E.(x) = N. Ei(x) for i = 1,2, 
1. 1. 
... , N, where 
dEl. (+d, i ,x) 
dx 
. dE (-d i x) 
E. (x) = A " 
l. ax 
dEl. (s ,i,x) 
ax 
EA (+d,i,x) 
E (x) = E, (-d,i,x) 
i " 
EA (s,i,x) 
II 
-a b. c. 
i l. l. 
-b. a. -c. ' 
, N. = 1. l. l. , and 
l. 
° 
0 k. 
l. 
For a given x, N. is the matrix representation l. 
1 
l 
I 
,I 
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with respect to the natural basis of a linear transfonnation L of R3 
into R3. If L has three distinct eigenvalues then the matrix representa· 
tion of L with respect to an eigenvector basis will be a diagonal matrix. 
The elements of the diagonal matrix will be the eigenvalues. In this 
case, the eigenvalues are g = Ca. 2 - b. 2) 1/2, -g., and k.. If 
. 'i J. J. J. J. 
P + ~ = 1, then g. = 0 and there are repeated eigenvalues. This is 
J. 
nearly the case in the infrared region which will be discussed in 
another section of this paper. On the other hand, if p + 't < 1 then, 
with only one exception, there are three distinct eigenvalues. The 
exception occurs when 
ponents in layer i. This angle of 9 causes g. = k .. 
. J. . l. 
e . = 
2J. 
An eigenvector associated with gi is 
1 
a. + cr. 
J. "J. 
o 
1 
o 
An eigenvector associat~d with -g. is 
J. 
Finally, an eigenvector associated \~ith 
l 
I 
I 
! 
J 
I 
I 
j 
. , 
\.:1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
------.~-. 
,\ 
J 
, 
e . = 3~ 
1 
= 
(a. - k.) c. + c., b. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
a. 2 - k. 2 - b. 2 
~ ~ ~ 
(ai + ki ) ci ' + ci bi 
a. 2 _ k. 2 - b. 2 
~ ~ ~ 
1 
I 
• Hence the matri~ 
representation of L with respect to Si = {eli' e2i , e3i} is Di where 
g. 0 0 
~ 
. 
D. = 0 -g. 0 Now E. (x) = N.E. (x) -:an be expressed as ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
0 0 k. 
~ 
.. .... 
F.(x) = D.F.(x) where F.Cx) = M.E.(x) and F.(x) = M.E.(x) where 
~ ~~ ~ ~~ J. ~~ 
M. = 
~ 
1 
o 
A. 
~ 
1 
a. - g. 
~ ~ 
. 
The solution to F~(x) = D.F.(x) is 
~ ~ ~ 
o 1 
g·x e ~ 
7 
F. (x) = 
~ 
B. 
~ 
-g.x 
e· ~ where A., B., and C are constants of integration. 
~ ~ i 
C. k·x e ~ 
~ 
iI •• .'._ .. ,,; . __ ~.~~o.~._,,'. ______________ , __ _ 
I 
I 
j 
I 
i 
! 
I 
! , 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
! 
1 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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8 
Thus 
E. (x) = ~L F. (x) or 
1 1 1 
The constants of integration A., B., and C. must now be detennined such 
, 1 1 . 1 
that they satisfy the boundary conditions. 
At this point, a useful notation will be adopted to represent 
the boundary condition at the soil level. 
a 1 EA (+d,N,~) 
Let fp b j = a - p (b + c). Thus fp EA (-d,N,~) = 0 c EA (s,N,~) 
will satisfy the last boundary condition. 
To detennine A., B., and C., what will be done is to trade a 
. 1 1 1 
boundary condition for an initial condition. Thus the boundary-value 
problem will reduce to an initial-value problem. 
Let Ao represent the upward directed diffuse flux at the top of 
the first layer. Then 
detM.=( 1 
1 ai + gi 
1 ).!. 'I 0, then Ml is nons ingular . 
a; - g. b. 
1 1 1 
, 
,J 
I 
1 j 
I 
. , 
, 
i 
I 
" . 
;:':' 
(. ~ 
. 
I 
I 
! 
, . 
" 
Thus 
= M -1 
1 
j 
Ao 
o • The boundary conditions require that 
1 
El (0) = El (d
1
) where d
1 
is the depth of the first layer. 
Thus 
where 
r 
eg1 d1 ). 
a1 + g1 
eg1 d1 1 
01 
o o 
= M M-1 
1 1 
9 
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\ Pu l. At the soil boundary EN(dN) =M 13 - ~ M -, M M -, [ 0 N N - N N •• . 1 1 
J eN 1 
Letting ell' c12 , and cIa represent the columns of the 3 x 3 matrix 
~ ~ -1 '" Ml Ml -1, then ~(~) = Pu ell + cIa' The boundary condition 
requires that fp(l1I(~)) = o. 
Thus 
It can be shown that for the one layer case 
fp(el) f O. An attempt was made to show 0 < Pu < 1 for the one layer 
case, but the attempt proved unsuccessful. Beyond the one layer case, 
it comes difficult to show that fp(cl 1) f O. Thus if fp(cl l ) = 0, 
then this problem has no solution. However, if fp(cl l ) f 0, then the 
constants of integration can be obtained from (1). 
2.2 Solution to the Infinite Qise for Suits' Model 
Another case yet to be considered is one in which, due to dense 
foliage or due to the depth of the canopy, the soil reflectance is 
negligible. In this case the boundary conditions become 
EA(-d,l,O) = 0, 
EA (s,l,O) = 1, and 
EA(+d,l,x + - ~) = 0. 
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From the previous section, the solution to the system of dif-
" .. E ( ) g·x B g.x C k.x ferent~al equanons ~s 1 X = Al e ~ e1 + 1 e ~ e2. + 1 e ~ e 3• 
Again, let A· be the upward directed flux at the top of the single 
o 
layer. Thus the initial condition for the infinite one-layered case 
becomes 
1 1 ~1 
o o 1 
1 1 
11 
Alb +B b +C ~ =OandC =1. 1 11 1~, 1 The boundary condition requires 
that fp(El (d1)) = O. Thus A eg1d1 fp (e ) + B e-g1d1 fp (e ) + 
. ". 1 1 2 
C1 ek1dlfP(e3) = 0, or fp(E (d)) = A e2g1d1£p(e) + B rp(e) + 1 1 1 1 1 2. 
C1 e(gl+kl)dlfP(e3) = O. The depth of the single layer (~) becomes 
large. Hence 
2<> d limit [A e "1 lfp (e ) 
d ->-_'" 1 1 
1 
For 0 < p < 1, fp(e ) r o. Thus B = O. With B = 0 and C = 1, then 2. 1 1 1 
. A 1 . 1 
usmg 1 b + B -
1 1 b1 
A = 
1 
(al + k1) ,b1 c 1 ' + b12 c1 
b2.+k 2 -a 2 
1 1 1 
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2.3 Solution to the Combination Case for Suits' MOdel 
The combination case was intended to describe the reflectance of 
a canopy primarily as initial surface reflectance from the top layer of 
the canopy. It is thought that the total reflectance from some crops 
such as wheat originate mainly from light interaction with the top of 
the canopy crop (the heads of the wheat). The combination case consists 
of two layers, the first having a finite depth and the second having 3.1'1 
infinite depth. The flux densities of the first layer are described by 
g X -glx klx E1(x) = Al e 1 ell + Bl e ell + Cl e e31 where AI' B1, and Cl 
are to be determined. Similarly, the second layer of the combination 
case is described by 
The initial condition for the top layer is 
[ ~ 1 1 1 /;11 [ Al 1 al + gl al - gl = Bl j' Thus Cl = 1. 
. 1 J 1 1 /;21 bl bl Cl 
0 0 1 J 
1 1 
= 0 which implies that Bl = - (Ar + /;21 bl )· Also Al - + Bl - + Cl /;21 bl b i 
In the second layer, the depth (d2) becomes large thus 
This implies that B2 = 0 since fp (e2) f 0 for 0 < p < 1. The boundary 
conditions require that E (0) = E Cd ), or 211 
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1 j 
r 1 [ A 1 
A r az ! gz 1 ~lZ 1 z 1 az - gz 
M
z 
Bz =M Bl where Mz = 
and 
1 
l 1 1 Cz L Cl J /;zz bz bz 0 0 1 J 
r egldl 
'-
1 e-g1dl 1 kldl 1;11 
+ gl 
e 
a l a l - g 1 
Ml = e
gldl 1 
bl 
e 
-gldl 1 kldl ~:u e bl 
l 0 0 kld l e J 
1 
Again, Mz is nonsingu1ar since 
det Mz = 
( 1 ) 1:. 'f O. 
az + gz az - gz bz 
~[ = M -1 M z 1 [ ~ 1 = M -1 M z 1 (2) 
Let the elements of the second row of Mz -1 Ml be h, i, and j. Then 
Alh - (Al + /;Zl b l ) i + j = 0, and 
13 
h - i 
If h = i, then there is no solution to this problem. 
If h 'f i, then Ai' B1 , and Cl are known and Az, Bz' and Cz are obtained 
from (2). 
Once the constants, of integration have been detennined for each of 
the three cases, the radiance due to an infinitesimal strip in the ith 
layer call be calculated ITom Suits' equation 
1 1 I 
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AL, = [u. EA(+d,i,x) 
1\ ~ 11 
, EA (-d,i,x) + v. ~____ _ 
~ 11 
. 1 
EA (s,i,X)] 
+ w. -"--,:;-_ ~ 11 
tan 9l 
l 
where fl h the polar viewer angle and m. is the number of com-
~ 
ponents in layer i. If i > 1, the fraction of radiance from this 
infinitesmal strip of layer i that is seen from the outside is 
i-I 
exp(J fi dj ) exp(fix) where f. = I ahnh + (;~ aA tan 11 and d. is J=l J m. J J 
the depth of layer j. The radiance as seen from outside the plant 
canopy becomes 
i-I 
ALA (outside) = exp( I f. d.) exp(fix) ALA' If i = 1, the fraction j=l J J 
simply becomes exp(fix) and 
14 
The radiance of the entire canopy as seen from the outside becomes th~ 
, , 
integral of all such contributions plus the contributions of the soil • 
• 
As an illustration, take the radiance of the infinite case. 
Now 
·1. 
I . ' .. 
; 
I \ I 
i 
I 
! 
= UI 
11 
+ VI 
11 
= ul 
-
11 
+ vI 
11 
+ WI 
-
11 
L " -,., . 
[AI 1 
a l + gi 
[AI 
1 
bi fi 
[ 1 
fi + ki 1 • 
I 
fl 
1 
+ gi 
1 
E" (-d,l,x) 
+ v I -!!..-__ -
11 
1 
+ gi + 1';1 fl + ki 
1 ] + /;:2 fi + ki 
J 
E,,(s,l,x)] dx 
+ WI ~---
11 
1 
The reflectance (1I~) from the plant canopy then becomes 
111 1 
-E = u l [AI + a i gi 
+V [A ! 1 + I'; f 1 ] 1 1 b fi + gl 2 1 + ki 1 
+ WI [ f 1 1. +k 1 1 
1 
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Note that :in the illfinite case and combination case there is no contri-
bution to the reflectance by the soil. In the N layer case, the con-
tribution to the reflectance by the soil can be expressed by 
2.4 Solution to the N layer Case for Suits I Model with Diffuse Light 
In the three cases discussed above, it was assumed that the only 
dOlmward directed flux at the top of the first layer was specular flux. 
In cloudy days, however, a significant part of the light falling on the 
top of the first layer is downward directed diffuse flux. Also, the 
am:nmt of downward directed diffuse flux at the top of the first layer 
in the visible region of the spectrum is a function of the time of day 
(see Figure 1) as was shown by Jones and Condit [11]. Letting Bo be the 
amotnlt of downward diffuse ,flux and Co be the amotnlt of specular flux 
at the top of the first l~yer, then the initial conditions become 
EA(+d,l,o) = Ao 
EA (-d,l,o) = Bo 
EA (s ,1,0) = Co 
where Bo + Co = 1. 
The following discussion shows how the N layer case is affected 
by c..hanging the initial conditions from 
A change in initial ~onditions will only change the constants of inte-
. \ 
gration A., B" and C,. Previously, the strategy used to solve for the 
~ ~ 1 
".Il.!::!B __ J _______ 1 _________ --' __ _ 
.' 
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Figure 1 
Direct Solar and Diffuse Skylight Fractions of Global 
Irradiation . These curves based upon data from Jones 
and Condit. 
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constants Ai' Bi , and Ci was to solve for Ao first. It was found that 
Pn= . With A calculated, the constants A., B., and C. o 1 1 1 
were obtained from 
1 - - 1 
= M. - M. 1 M. 1 .. , Ml M1-1 1- 1- o 
1 
With a change in the initial conditions, the value of Ao changes. The 
value of Ao now becomes 
18 
Again with Ao calculated, the constants 
~, Bi' and Ci are now obtained from 
A. 
1 
B. 
1 
C. 
J. 
- M -1 M. M:'1 iIT ,,-1 
,- '"1.-1 '"1.-1 ... "'1 "'1 
The following changes in NTH2 (a computer program designed to yield the 
radiance from Suits r N layer model) were made to take into account 
changes in the downward directed flux at the top of the first layer. 
Lines 
1304 Print "Enter fractional contribution of both the specular flux" 
1305 Print "and Diffuse flux to the total downward directed flux." j 
1306 Input L3, L2 
, 
, 
I 
J 
j 
I 
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L· I I 
~ere inserted. , Lines 1920 - 2000 werl;! changed to 
1920 A2 = -1 * L2 * (G(1,2) -1 * Sl * (G(2,2) + G(3,2))) 
1925 A3 = -1* L3 * (G(1,3) -1 * Sl * (Ge2,3) + G(3,3))) 
1930 A4 = G(l,l) -1 * Sl,* (G(2,1) + G(3,1)) 
1940 IF A4 = 0 1HEN 2480 
1950 1W = CAl + A3)/A4 
1960 R5 (1) = 0 
1970 R6 (0) = 0 
1980 1(1,1) = A1J 
1990 1(2,1) = L2 
2000 1(3,1) = L3. 
Similar changes were made on Inf 2 and Com 2 but are not included here 
, 
19 
since Inf 2 and Com 2 are special cases of NTH 2 (Inf 2 is the one layer 
, 
NTH 2 with a large depth). Tne resulting programs l~ith these changes 
were called NTH 3, lnf 3, and Com 3. 
2.5 The Repeated Roots Case for Suits I Models 
For incident light in the wave lengths from 760 to 1250 n.m. 
the single leaf absorption for a plant is small [4]. (See Figure 2) 
It can be shown that for small absorption, the Suits I differential 
. equation coefficients 8t and b i are almost equal. If one assumes that 
ai = bi the eigenvalues of the matrix Ni as discussed in 2.1 are 
repeated, thereby yielding a different algebraic form for the solution 
to Suits I Model. Since this solution is relevant to the work done by 
Allen, Gale, and Richardson, (AGR Model) it is included to ShOl~ the 
relationship beu~een their vegetative reflectance canopy model and the 
Suits I Model. 
I 
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The Light Absorption for a Single Leaf of Cotton as 
a Function of the Wavelength . 
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The matrix Ni = -b. a. -c. , has characteristic 
1 1 1 
0 0 k. 
1 
polynomial C(A) = A2(k.-A) 'giving eigenvalues 0, 0, and k .• An eigen-
1 1 
vector corresponding to the eigenvalue k. is 
, 1 
e = 
3 ;: ] whore ',_ 
I; = 2 
c· (a· -1 1 k·) - b· c·, 1 1 1 
k. 2 
1 
b. c. + c.'(a. + k.) 
1 1 111 
k. 2 
1 
(1) 
(2) 
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To find eigenvectors (if they exist) that form a basis for the 
subspace Nf x = 0 of three-space we must find non-zero vectors e1 and e2 
such that 
N. e1 = 0, Ni e2 = e1 • Let 1 
e1 
= [:: 1 Wen 
3 
- a. a + b. a2 + c· a = 0 1 1 1 1 3 
- b a 1 + a. a-C. a = 0 i 1:1 1 3 
k a = 0 
. 3 1 
a3 must be zero, and a solution is a1 = 1, a2 = 1 so that 
l 
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(
1\ 1 
If ',' :: j """ tho conditioo that 
-
a. Sl + D. SZ + c. S = a· 1. 1. 1. g 1. 
- bi Sl + a. Sz - Ci'Sg = ai 1. 
ki Sg = 0 
A solution is Sg = 0, 82 = 0, Sl = -1, so that 
The set S = {e1, ez ' eg} is a basis for three-space. Denote the 
representation of N. with respect to S as M. Since 
1. s 
Ms e1 = 0, 1% ez = e1, Ms e = k. e g 1. g 
0 1 0 X 1 
Ms = 0 0 0 If we let x = x z 
the DE system 
0 0 k. 1. x g 
becomes 
Xl = x"2' x·z = 0, Xg = ki )(g' 
yielding 
k.x 
x. = C e 1. x =B x. =Bx+A , 1 'z 1'1 1 1 
where AI' B1, C1 are cunstants of integration. 
~-.. -
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The general solution to the original system is thus 
so that 
( d . () k.x E + ,i,x) = A - B + B x + C 1; e ~ 1 1 1 1 1 
E(-d,i,x) = Al + SIX + CI 1;2 eki
x 
. k.x· E(s,~,x) = CI e ~ .. 
For the one layer case with the initial conditions 
[ 
A:O 1 it is seen 
fp(e) = -1, fp(e ) = 1; - p(1; + 1) then the boundary condition gives 
2 3 1 2 
at x = -d gives a = -I; + [I; - I; - A ](-d)(l-p) + [I; - I; - A] (-1) 2120 120 
A 
o 
= (1;1 - 1;2)d(1 - p) + 1;1 - e-kid [1;1 - P(1;2 + 1)] 
1 + del - p) 
yielding a solution to the one layer finite case. For the one layer 
infinite case, let d+-oo , which gives A + I; - I; so that C = 1, 012 1 
B=OA=-~.' 1 '1 ~2 
The infinite solution is 
l 
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E(+d,l,x) 
-I; k.x = + I; e ~ 2 1 
E( -d,l,x) = -I; + 2 1;2 eki
x 
E(s,l,x) k.x = e .~ 
The N-layer repeated problem is solved in a manner analogous 
to the N-layer non-repeated case discussed in 2.1. 
Denote 1 -1 1;1 
1 [: -(l+d.) 1;1i -k.d 1 e ~ ~ ~ M. = 1 0 I; M. = -d. 1;2i -k.d. e ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 0 0 1 0 e-kidi 
with I; . and I; . the eigenvector components using the parameters of 
l~ 2~ 
layer i in equationS (1) and (2). The unknown initial condition Ao 
solves the equation 
- -:- -1 --1 M - Gl ~lN ) ... eM M ), (CI l , Cl , and CI are the three NIl 2 3 
columns of M respectively). 
If fp(Cl 1) ~ 0, the system has a solution \'1ith 
A = _ fp(Cl a) 
o fp (LI l ) 
To find a relationship beu'Ieen the Suits and AGR Models one 
uses the one layer Suits Model with repeated roots. Let a1 = b l , 
(which is equivalent to assuming that )J = 0 for the AGR parameter for 
single leaf absorption). The following table telates the Suits para-
meters to the AGR parameters. 
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Suits Parameter 
kl 
a
1 
b1 
c I 
1 
c1 
9 
E(+d,i,x) 
E( -d,i ,x) 
E(s,i,x) 
Suits Conditions 
E(-d,I,O) = 0 
E(s,I,O) = I 
E(+d,l,r) = p[E(-d,l,r)+ E(s,l,r)] 
positive direction upward 
AGR Parameter 
ll' + Il' + pI 
II + Il 
Il 
pr 
Il' 
~ 
sen) 
ten) 
len) 
AGR Conditions 
teO) = I 
1(0) = I 
s(r) = 0 
positive direction downward 
Table 1. Analogy "i'able for Suits and AGR Models 
25 
Using this table, it can be seen that the differential equations 
describing the tI~o models are identical, but the bOl.mdary conditions 
are different. 
As the AGR MJdel was not designed to measure light reflectance 
exterior to the canopy, the look angle ~ in the Suits Model does not 
have an analogy. Experimental evidence [5], [61, indicates that these 
models agree with actual data taken wi thin a plant canopy. 
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The AGR parameters were calculated by use of regression analysis 
on experimental data. With the AGR coefficients calculated for a corn-
field in Ithica, New York [5] an attempt was made to calculate the Suits 
coefficients, but the conditions imposed on the Suits co\"fficients by 
T~ble 1, forced several of the Suits Parameters'to be negative, a con-
~dition that is physically impossible. 
3. Theoretical Light Penetration in a Plant Canopy Using the Suits 
Model 
This section of the paper uses the Suits Model to discuss the 
importance of canopy depth in reflectance measurements. These deter-
minations were based on the following definition: 
the penetration depth of a plant canopy at a given wave-
length of light is that depth at which reflectance 
obtained from the one layer finite Suits Model is within 
5% of the reflectance obtained from the infinite Suits 
Model. 
Figure 3(a) illustrates a determination of the penetration depth 
for experimental data collected for a cotton canopy at 850 n.m. As 
the canopy depth increases, the reflectance increases due to the in-
creased number of leaves, each leaf acting as a good reflector at this 
wave length (the absorption of a single cotton leaf is .018 at this 
wave length). The reflectance is within 5% of the infinite canopy 
reflectance (the horizontal asymptote) at a depth of 47 em., indicating 
that vegetative structure below 47 em. in the canopy contribute less 
than 5% to the total reflectance at 850 n. m. Thus, only 47 em. of the 
cotton canopy is sampled by 850 n. m. light. That is, 850 n. m. light 
can be measured as a component of the total light transmitted to lower 
depths in the canopy, but would fail to exit the canopy upward into the 
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Figure 3 
The relationship between canopy depth and reflectance 
(~L) at Ca) 850 n.m. and (b) 650 n.m. for a cotton 
'cJhopy. The horizontal asymptotes are the infinite 
case reflectance. 
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field of view of the observer. The behavior of 850 n.m. light is 
characteristic of most infrared radiation with respect to penetra-
tion depth. 
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Figure 3(b) indicates an interesting contrast that occurs for 
650 n. m. light. As the canopy depth increases, the reflectance 
decreases, due to the increased number of leaves. Each leaf is now 
acting as a good absorber at this wave length (the absorption of a 
single cotton leaf is .877). Reflectance decreases to within 5% of the 
infinite canopy reflectance (the horizontal asymptote) at a canopy 
depth of 16.4 Cffi. This. behavior is characteristic of most light in 
the visible spectl'UlIl. 
The process of calculating the penetration depth for various 
wave lengths was continued, and the results are shown in Figure 4. 
To illustrate the difference between the visible and infrared pene-
tration depth, the convention was adopted of assigning a negative 
sign to the penetration depth if the reflectance decreased to its 
limiting value and a pOSitive sign if the reflectance increased to 
its limiting value. This graph indicates a greatest depth of 47 Cffi., 
so that only the first 47 Cffi. of the plant canopy are useful for 
reflection measurements at any wave length. As expected, infrared 
radiation penetrates to the greatest depths in the cotton canopy and 
the visible wave lengths penetrate the canopy to the least depth. 
Of great interest is the penetration depth for an estimated 695 n. m. 
radiation (no data was available at the wave length, and this result 
is based on interpolation). At this wave length the graph indicates I 
that observed reflectance data fails to penetrate the canopy, and \~hat 
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Figure 4 
The Penetration Depth of Light in a Cotton Canopy as 
a FWlction of the Wavelength . 
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is recorded corresponds only to surface reflections. In sunmary; '.or 
the 189 em. cotton canopy considered, incident light penetrated to a 
depth no greater than 47 em. indicating that the soil reflectance data 
was not utilized in the model. 
Allen and Richardson [7] have observed phenomena analogous to 
this with single leaf models. For the cotton crop considered ah = 104, 
nh = .00125 and ah~ = .13. For a maximum depth of 47 em., the 
cumulative L.A.I. is .13 x 47 = 6.11, so that infrared light penetrating 
, 
to this depth and exiting the canopy to the observer must pass through 
12 leaves, and by an analogous calculation, light in the visible region 
nrust pass through 4 leaves, Allen and Richardson found that by stacking 
cotton leaves in a spectrophotometer, the reflectance ceased to vary 
l~th 8 cotton leaves in the infrared region and 2 cotten leaves in the 
visible spectnnn, giving approximate agreement l~i th the results found 
by use of the Suits Model. 
On the basis of this limited data, one can conclude the following 
rules for use of the Suits MJdels: 
(a) Since the maximum penetration occurs in the infrared, the 
effective depth d of a canopy is no larger than d = 6/crh~' 
(b) If the canopy to be considered has depth greater than d, 
use the infinite model, and 
(c) if the canopy considered has depth less than d, use the 
finite Suits MJdel and collect ground reflectance data. 
These relationships are summarized in figure 5 for a typical plant from 
a canopy. 
Penetration depth is a useful concept in explaining canopy 
reflectance for crops with layered structures such as wheat. As an 
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Figure 5 
Relationship between Penet,"ation Depth and Wavelength for a Typical 
Canopy. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
600-690 n.m. with small penetration into the first layer. The 
I layer infinite Suits' ~del fits the data well. 
500-600 n.m. with moderate penetration into the second layer . 
The combination case for Suits' ~el fits the data well. 
690 n.m. and above with deepest penetration. A multi-Iaycrroo 
finite Suits ' ~el fits the data well. 
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example, consider Figure 6. In this case, two different Suits M:ldels 
were employed on wheat data, the first used an infinite Suits M:ldel, 
32 
and the second a fom· layer finite Suits M:ldel. 'Fhe first IIXldel used 
only the parameters collected for the wheat heads and the second model 
used all parameters collected for each layer and the soil reflectance. 
As would be expected, the two graphs agree in the visible region, as the 
penetration depth is small ~d the second IIXldel is utilizing only the 
data from the wheat heads. The difference betl~een the two graphs become 
noticeable around 700 n. m.;, where light has penetrated the layer of 
wheat heads in the second model and begins to sample the dissimilar 
reflectance properties of the green leaves. This difference continues 
to change until around 800 n. m., where the penetration depth has 
reached the soil level, and remains essentially constant thereafter. 
This example stresses the fact that reflel~tance data from around 650 n. m. 
to 850 n. m. contains a great deal of information on the internal 
reflective structure of a plant canopy. 
4. The Interchange Property for Suits M:ldels 
This portion of the paper l~ill establish a rather non-intuitive 
property of the Suits J>.bdel - the interchange property. In general, 
for an isotropic plant canopy, the reflectance is a function of the 
sun angle 9 and the observer angle 0 measured from the vertical, and 
can be written as 
canopy reflectance = R(9,0). 
The interchange property thus states that 
R(8,0) = R(~ ,8), 
l 1 , 
.' 
i: 
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The Effect of the Reflectance from Lower Layers in 
a Wheat Canopy. (a) Is the 4 Layer Suits r Model and 
(b) is the Infinite Suits r ~Iodel using only Wheat 
head Parameters. 
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or that the same reflectance results l~henever the position of the 
observer and the sun are interchanged. 
The property ldll be established by use of the infinite case 
of Suits Model for non-diffuse light. From section 2.2 of the paper, 
using the infinite model, 
_. {-b[bc + (a + k)c'] + c(a - k) + bc' } u 
(gZ _ kZ)(a + g)(g + k') (g2 - k2) (k + k') 
+ {-[bc + (a + k)c'] 
(gZ _ kZ)(g + k') 
+{ 1 }l~, 
k + k' 
+ bc + (a + k)c'l } V 
(g2 _ kZ)(k + k') 
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(1) 
where these parameters are aefined in section 2.1. One can observe a 
good deal of symmetry in tilese parameters, in fact, if one interchanges 
the roles of ~ and 9, k becomes k' , k' becomes k, u becomes c' , c' 
becomes u, v becomes c, c becomes v, and w remains unchanged. 
Expression (1) is formidable and the key step in proving this 
result is to re-lvTite this expression. After considerable trial and 
error, one re-l~ites (1) as 
R(9,~) = -b[bc + (a - g)c'] u - [bc + (a - g)cr]v (a + g) + 
2g(a + g) (g + k) (g + k') 
{[bc+(a+g)c' ] [bu+(a+g)v] }(g+k) + (a+g) (g+k'){ [c(a+g)+bc ]u+ [bc+(a-g)c' ]v} 
2g(a+g) (k+k') (g+k') (g+k) 
l 
i 
,11 
J 
J 
" 
I 1 
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While the first two terms are quite complicated. it can be seen 
by observation that both denominators are symmetric in k and k'. thus 
one needs only show that the two numerators are symmetric in 9 and ~. 
I 
The third term is already symmetric in 9 and, 0. , 
De±~ne the first numerator as 
N1(9.0) = -b[bc + (a-g)c']u - [bc + (a-g)c']v (a+g) 
then 
N1(0.9) = -b[bv + (a-g)u]c' - [bv + (a-g)u]c (a+g) 
or. rearranging 
N1(0.9) = [-b(a-g)c' - c(a+g) (a-g)]u + [-b2c' - bc(a+g)]v. 
Using the fact that b2 = a2 - g2 and factoring gives 
N1(0.9) = -b[bc + (a-g)c']u - [bc + (a-g)c']v (a + g) = Nl(9.~). 
In a similar manner. define the second numerator as 
N2(9.~) = {[bc + (a+g)c'][bu + (a+g)v]}(g+k) + 
(a+g)(g+k'){[c(a+g) + bc']u + [bc + (a-g)c']v}. 
N2(0.9) = {[bv + (a+g)u] [bc'+ (a+g)c]}(g+k') + 
(a+g)(g+k{[v(a+g) + bu]c' + [bv + (a-g)u]c}. 
These terms can be. re-arranged so that 
N2(0.9) = {(a+g)u[bc' + (a+g)c] + bv[bc' + (a+g)c]}(g+k') + 
(g+k){[v(a+g)2 + b(a+g)u]c' + [b(a+g)v + (a2-g2)u]c}. 
(I 
J 
1 
.' 
But b2 = a2 - g2 and factoring gives 
N (~,9) = {u[bc' + (a+g)c] + [(a-g)c' + bc]v} (a+g) (g+k') + 
2· . 
{g+kH [bc + (a+g)c' ][bu + (a+g)v]J = N2 (9,l!l). 
ThL~, it has been shown that 
Considering that the Suits Model is a generalization of a math 
model used to describe light reflection from a stack of glass plates, 
and that in most optical models the interchange is valid, then this 
result should not appeal' too surprising. 
It should be noted that the interchange is not valid in the 
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presence of diffuse light i.e. E_d(O) > O. Es (0) > 0, E-d(O) + Es (0) = 1. 
(See 2.4) 
For example, in the case that E-d(O) = .6, Es(O) = .4 
R(100,500} = .752371, but R(500,100) = .736506. (The infinite diffuse 
light Suits Model applied to the parameters for cotton in data set 1.) 
Both the N-Iayered Suits Model and the Combined Suits Model 
exhibited the interchange property for non-diffuse light for all data run 
on the computer, but due to the complexity of the equations involved for 
reflectance, an analytic proof of the interchange property was not 
attempted. Similarly, both of these models did not exhibit the inter-
change property for diffuse light. 
5. Directional Reflectance for the Suits Models 
The ge:nera1 problem of calculating the canopy directional 
reflecta. . ce as a fmction of the sun angle, viewer angle, and viewer 
"I 
I 
azimuth has been reduced by the Suits assumption of isotropic canopy 
conditions with respect to azimuth, so that the reflectance is a 
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function of only the sun angle and viewer angle measured from the 
vertical. It is expected that such a simplifying assumption might lead 
to errors between experimental data and theoretical calculations of the 
bi-directional reflectance function. 
This section of the paper \~il1 discuss the general shape of the 
. , 
5urfac~ R(a,~)(the bi-directional reflectance function) and derive 
several useful fonnulas. Using the N layer Suits' Model, the radiance 
contribution from the i -th layer is given, from Suits equations as 
where the i-th layer has boundaries x. and x. 1 respectively, 1 1-
i-I 
P. = 1 if i = 1, and P. ='exp( L k·x·) if i > 1. 
1 1. , j=l J J 
But 
+an P+T 1'1 = ah~ P v v 2 
-g.x g.x k.x E_d = A . e 1 + B . e 1 + C . e 1 21 21 21 
I 
i 
I 
'j 
I 
, 
., 
, 
l' 
; 
, 
i. 
Observe that A .. , B .. , C .. for i = 1,2,3, j = 1,2,3 are independent 
~J ~J ~J 
of the view angle.0. For i = 1, (the first layer) Xo = O. Inte-
gration and re-arrangement gives 
_ uAll + VAZl 
K - g 
1 1 
_ uC)" + VC2l + wC3l 
K + k 
1 1 
exp((K + k)x ). 
1 1 1 
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As .0 ... ; , each of the last three terms involving the exponential tend 
p + "[ 2 to zero, and the first three terms approach ?, [E(+d,I,O) + n tan B]. 
For i > 1, as .0 ... ~ , each of the seven terms resulting from 
integration approaches zero. Thus Ri ... 0 as .0 .;,.; for i '> l. 
The ground radiance contribution after'N layers is given by 
P~(+d,N,~), and since PN ... 0 as .0 ... ~ and E(+d,N,~) is' 
independent of .0, then th~ ground radiance contribution goes to zero. 
Thus, we have shown, that as .0 approaches I ' the only contri-
bution to the reflectance is from the top surface of the canopy. In fact, 
Lim 
fj+!. 
2 
, 
R(B .0) = p + "[ 
, 21T 
2 [E+d(O) + n tan B]. 
This restilt indicates for B and 0 sufficiently close to I ' 
(1) 
R(B,.0) becomes larger than one, a result that is physically impossible. 
t 
-------'-", _____ ..0.......;\' ____ ""', •.__ ... 
.' 
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For non-diffuse light a typical surface for a single wave length 
of light, as calculated by the computer fonns the shape of a saddle. 
Figure 7 is an example of such a surface for a cotton canopy with the 
iso-reflectance lines shO\oJIJ. to represent the surface contours. One can 
observe that the upper right corner of the graph becomes larger than 
one as indicated by (1), and that the remainder of the graph exhibits 
only a small rurount of variation. 
For diffuse light of a single wave length with a proportion of 
40% direct light and 60% dfffuse light the reflectance surface for a 
cotton canopy is shown in Figure 8. 
In this case one can observe that the interchange property fails 
to hold, and the contours of Figure 7 erode into the contours of Figure 8. 
6. A Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Results for Plant 
Canop1.es 
A comparison of Suits' Reflectance (TIL/E) values and the 
experimental values for cotton at various wave lengths for the same 
sun and viewer angles (Figures 9a and 9b) shows that the qualitative 
trends exist. The maxima and minima do not occur at the Sf';ne 1"ave 
lengths due to a calibration problem in measuring single leaf reflect-
ance values with the Beckman DK - 2A spectrophotometer. The calibration 
problem caused a shift in wave length of about 30 nm. As can be noted, 
the-theoretical values are significantly greater than tile experimental 
values in the infrared region. Quantitative comparisons between the 
theoretical and experimental values are not possible at this time for 
seVeral reasons. Among those reasons are normalization problems 
betlveen the theoretical and experimental values. Also, there are varying 
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Iso-Reflectance Lines for the Reflectance Surface 
R(9,~) of a Cotton Crop. 9 is the Sun Angle and ~ 
is the Viewer Angle. 
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Figure 8 
Iso-Reflectance Lines for the Reflectance Surface 
R(9,0) of a cotton crop using 40% Specular Light and 
60% Diffuse Lights. 
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methods used by experimentalists to describe directional reflectance 
not all of which yield equivalent results. Another problem is the 
finite angular field of view that experimentalists must cope with to 
collect enough light for meter readings. In theoretical models, an 
aspect in question is the factor ~ that converts radiance to flux 
density. This is a well-established relationship for lambertian sur-
faces. It is not clear hOl~ever that ~ converts from radiance to flux 
density for non-lambertian surfaces such as canopy surfaces. 
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Results similar to those of cotton were obtained in comparing 
Suits' Reflectance (~L/E) values and the experimental values for wheat 
(Figure 9c and 9d). Again there is a shift of about 30 nm. between the 
experimental and theoretical results due to calibration problems. 
Similarly the theoretical values are greater than the experimental 
values in the infrared region. A comparison of Figures 9a and 9c shol~s 
that Suits' Reflectance (~L/E) values fo~· . ton are significantly 
greater than the Reflectance (~L/E) values for wheat. This is 
primarily so because of the different absorption properties of the 
wheat cornpc-.ents in the infrared region and also because of the soil 
reflectance values which play a significant role in canopy reflectance 
for wheat due to the low LAI of wheat. 
7. Conciusi"ns 
Both the Suits and the AGRmodels for vegetative canopy reflect-
ance are generalizations of the Kubelka-MUnk theory for the trans-
mission of diffuse light [8]. Both models assume incident specular 
light but assnme that this light, upon being transmitted through a 
l 1 
,) 
l 
leaf is diffuse enough to satisfy the Kubelka·Munk hypothesis. In the 
words of [5] "Although a typical leaf such as corn has strong specular 
reflection, the structure of the leaf is such that the transmitted 
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light is very diffuse". This article cites [9] as an example of the 
strong directional reflectance properties of leaves. Both of these 
models, as experiments verify, model light intensity interior to the 
canopy well, but fail to accurately model light reflected exterior to 
the canopy. [10] indicates experimental directional reflectance trends 
for a wheat field not found in the Suits Model. This deficiency in 
both Kubelka-~funk MOdels is due, in the opinion of the authors"to the 
failure in consideration of the strong specular reflectance from the top 
surface of the canopy. An initial attempt was made to alter the Suits 
Model by the development of the combined case, using a thin reflective 
top layer, and an infinite·second layer, which resulted only in a 
partial success. On the top surface of the canopy, one must consider 
both the plant geometry, (leaf distributions, axial "droop", etc.) and 
the single leaf directioTIal reflectance as measured by I9], rather than 
the single leaf hemispherical reflectance. The transmitted light 
through the top leaf surface is diffuse and a Kubelka-Mtmk type model , 
such as the one pr'oposed by Suits should be adequate to describe light 
reflected from wi thin the canopy. Thus, it is felt: that surface specular 
reflectance is a phenomena that must be modeled, and can be adjoined to 
the existing Suits Model as a refinement. 
The existing Suits Models, on the other hand, showed qualitative 
agreement between the experimental results gathered for cotton and wheat 
and the theoretical calculated results for reflectance versus wave length • 
l 
. - ------------"-----
1 
r 
'f 
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Again, the authors felt that qualitative agreement could be converted 
to quantitative agreement either with a revised analysis of the con-
version factors necessary to convert beu~een radiant intensity and 
radiance for a non-Lambertian source or a re-evaluation of the experi-
mental proceedures needed for normalization of field data. 
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The Suits M:ldels agreed \~i th work done by Allen and Richardson 
on the infinite reflectance of stad:ed leaf models, indicating that 
light will penetrate only through canopies with a cumulative LAI of less 
than 6, and that infrared light penetrates vegetation better than light 
in the visible region. 1he Suits MJdel gives a quantitative way of 
discussing light penetration through a canopy by means of the penetra-
tion depth. The model indicates that light incident on a plant canopy 
is reflected to an external observer from very near the canopy surface 
in the visible region and the reflections progress to vegetative deeper 
within the canopy as the light wave length progresses into the infrared 
reaching a maximum depth at about 850 nm. and leveling off thereafter. 
Thus. tlie authors believe that in the wave length region from 650 n.m. 
to 850 n.m. light scans a vertical profile of the plant canopy, and 
most of the information about the plant canopy is contained in this wave 
length region. This hypothesis is especially useful in explaining the 
differences be~een layered crops such as wheat and homogeneous crops 
such as cott.:Jn. 
It is felt that continued work on the Suits MOdels should pro-
gress in the areas of data normalization, for both the experimental and 
the theoretical. Further. a "hybrid" model should be constructed that 
incorporates the specular directional reflectance of surface leaves and 
l 
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1 
uses the Kubelka-Munk theory for the diffUse light that exists below 
the top surface. Both a lack of time and a lack of expel'imental 
data on both single leaf and canopy directional reflectance prevented 
the authors from completing such a model. Finally, the authors feel 
that work should continue on a study of the differential coefficients 
proposed by Suits. Some of the coefficients could be derived by the 
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authors, but others were in direct conflict both with the author's 
results and established facts. But, since the purpose of this paper 
was to test the Suits Model, a11 coefficients used 11ere those supplied 
by Suits [2]. This choice of coefficients explains, for example, why 
, 
the reflectance is greater than one for large observer and sun angles 
on the directional surface R(9.~) pictured in Figure 7, and could 
possibly explain the relative insensitivity of the model to changes in 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
J 
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Appendix 1 
A brief discussion 6n how to obtain the theoretical graphs of 
this paper follows. The experimental graphs lvere obtained with data 
supplied by Dr. Edwin LeMaster. Since the total LAI(C1h~dl) of the 
cotton crop was 24.6, the one layer Infinite case was generally used 
on cotton. The four laye:r N, layer case was used on \Vheat. 
Figure 3. Graph a ~as obtained using Data set 1 (with 9 = 00 , 
~ = 00 , and A = 850 run.) and using the Suits f one layer model, using 
the computer program NIH2. Graph b \Vas obtained using Data set 1 
(with 9 = 00 , ~ = 00 , and A = 650 run.) and using the Suits one layer 
I 
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model, using computer program NTIl2. The horizontal asymptotes are the 
Infinite case reflectance value at the DvO \Vave lengths respectively. 
Figure 4. The penetration depth at a particular \Vave length was 
obtained using Data set 1 (with 9 = 0°) and using the computer pro-
gram NTIl2. The depth \Vas varied until the Reflectance elL/E) using the 
computer program NTI-l2 \Vas \Vithb 5% of the Reflectance elL/E) using the 
computer program Inf2 for a given \Vave length. 
Figure 5. This graph was obtained using Data set 2 (with 9 = 150 
and ~ = au) and using SUits f four layer model, using the computer pro-
gram NTIl2. 
Figure 6. Graph a \Vas obtained using all of Data set 2 (with 
9 = 150 and ~ = 0°) ,and using Suits I four layer model, using the com-
puter program NIH2. Graph b \Vas obtained from the data on heads in 
Data set 2 ( \Vith 9 = 150 and ~ = 0°) and using Suits' one layer model, 
usirtg the computer program Inf2. 
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Figure 7. This graph was obtained using Data set 1 (with 
A = 850 ron.) and using Suits' one layer model, using the computer 
program 1n£2. 
Figure 8. This graph was obtained using Data set 1 (with 
A = 850 ron.) and with EA(s,l,O) = .4 and EA (-d,l,O) = ,6 using Suits' 
one layer model, using the· computer program Inf3 which is th~ altered 
In£2 program. 
1 
Figure 9. For both the experiml:lntal and theoretical graphs in 
Figure 9, 0= 15° and ~ = 0°. Graph a was obtained using Data set 1 
and using Suits' one layer model, using the computer program 1n£2. 
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Graph c was obtained using Data set 2 and using Suits' four layer model, 
using the computer program N1H2. 
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Layer 1 1) green leaves 
u
h 
= 104 em. 2 
u = 85 em. 2 
v 
;. (run.) 
500 .099 
550 .lll 
600 .076 
650 .073 
700 .308 
750 .443 
800 .4~4 
850 .442 
900 .438 
950 .430 
1000 .434 
1050 .432 
1100 .422 
Data Set 1 
Cotton 
1 
nh = .00125 1/em. 3 
n = .0007 1/em. 3 
v 
.107 
.145 
.078 
.050 
.382 
.531 
.540 
.542 
.542 
.539 
.547 
.551 
.546 
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d1 = 189 em. 
.100 
.126 
.160 
.175 
.190 
.325 I ' i 
.417 
.396 
.398 
.380 
.342 
.353 
.389 
,\ 
I 
Lay.'!" 1 1) heads 
Cih = .000369 m
2
' 
Ci = .001015 m2 v 
Layer 2 1) green leaves 
Cih = .00144 m
2 t 
Ci = .00107 m2 
v 
2) stems 
Data Set 2 
Wheat 
~ = 6170 
nv = 6170 
nh = 4360 
lly = 4360 
11m3 
11m3 
11m3 
11m3 
Cih = 0 m
2 ~ = 0 11m3 
0v = .0006 m2 nv = 2780 11m3 
Layer 3 1) green-brOlffi'leaves 
Ci = .00148 m2 n = 8330 11m3 h h 
Ci =.000872 m2 
v 
2) stems 
Ci = 0 m2 h 
Ci = .0003 m2 v 
Layer 4 1) brolffi leaves 
Ci = .000259 m2 h 
Ci = .0000646 m2 
v 
2) sterrlS 
Cih = 0 m
2 
Ci ~ .00048 m2 
v 
nh = 0 11m3 
lly = 5550 11m3 
~ = 12350 11m3 
n = 12350 11m3 
v 
nh = 0 11m3 
nv = 4300 11m3 
1 
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depth = .09 m 
depth = .20 m 
• 
depth = .10 m 
depth = .12 m 
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500 .126 .005 .1l5 .. 051 .154 .017 .203 .007 .ll5 .004 .129 
550 .137 .004 .1l9 .066 .177 . 021 .243 .008 .124 .004 .160 
600 .1l5 .003 .095 .033 .146 .013 .287 
· 013 .093 .003 .176 
650 .1l0 
· Oil 3 . 092 .027 .136 .021 .329 .021 .086 .003 .222 
700 .371 .005 .308 .258 .366 .169 .3/11 
· 031 .367 .035 .203 
750 .578 
· all .453 .381 .452 .266 ;402 .043 .595 .102 .294 
800 .591 .023 .453 .389 .457 .306 .433 .057 .605 .1l3 .293 
850 .595 .038 ,452 .392 .. .460 .333 .454 .069 .605 .1l4 .306 
900 .577 • 04l .446 .394 .456 .346 .472 · 077 .589 .103 .329 
950 .543 .036 .434 .394 .450 .355 .486 .086 .552 .080 .348 
1000 .571 
· 053 .439 .400 .453 .362 .497 .094 .579 .102 .397 
1050 .572 .061 .437 .402 .449 .367 .504 .101 .583 .109 .376 
1100 .530 .047 .423 .398 .440 .368 .509 .104 .546 . 081 .333 
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Appendix 2 
This section contains a listing of the computer programs 
associated with the three cases of Suits' Model discussed in this paper. 
The computer program N1H2 was designed to calculate the radiance of 
the N layer model of Suits. Similarly, Inf2 and Com2 were designed to 
calculate the radiance of the Infinite case and Combination case 
respectively. Note that the computer prog~ yield the radiance and 
not the reflectance from a plant canopy. To convert from radiance to 
Reflectance CwL/E), the radiance must be multiplied by n. 
,f 
\',1 
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NTH2 10:18 27-HAY-75 
1000 PRINT'DO YOU WISH TO READ INSTRUCTIONS (YES OR NO)'; 
1010 INPUT A$ , I ' 
1020 IF A$<>'YES' THEN 1230 
1030 PRINT' THIS PROGRAM DErERHINES THE RADIA:~CE. AS PROPOSED BY' 
1040 PRINT'GWYNN SUITS. FROM A PLANT CANOPY CUNSISrltHl UF N LAYERS.' 
1050 PRINT'THE PROGRAM WAS WRITTeN IN PARTIAL FULfILU1ENT OF THE THESIS' 
1060 PRINT'REQUIREHENTS OF JUAN H. CANTU. WHOSE GRADUATE ADVISOR WAS' 
1070 PRINT'DR. JOE CHANCE.' 
lOBO PRINT' THROUGHOUT THE FULLOWING CALCULAI IONS. THE SAME UNITS OF' 
1090 PRINT'HEASUREHENTS SHOULD BE USED. THAT IS. IF THE lIEPTH IS IN' 
1100 PRINT'CM •• THEN THE AREA IS IN CH.**2. AND rHE 'JOLUHe IS IN CH.**3.' 
1110 PRINT' WITHIN A SINGLE LAYER THERE CAN EXIST SEVERAL COMPONENTS' 
1120 PRINT'(LEAVES. STALKS. FRUITS. FLOWERS) EACH WITH ITS OWN SET OF' 
1130 PRINT'PHYSICAL AND' OPTICAL PRClPEf<TIES. THE AF:EA IJF A COHF'ONENT' 
1140 PRINT'IS DIVIDE" INTO THE AREA PRO,JECTED ON A HORIZONTAL PLANE AND' 
1150 PRINT'THE AREA PllOJ,~CTED ON rwo ORTHOGONAL VERTICAL F'LANES. IF' 
1160 PRINT'THE AREA IS MEASURED IN CH.**2. THEN THE NUMBER OF HORIZONTAL' 
1170 PRINT' AND VERTICAL COMPONENTS PER UNIT VOLUME SHOULD BE IN lICM. **3.' 
11BO PRINT' THE TRANSMITTANCE (T) ,~ND f(EFLECTANCE (fO OF A GOMF'ONEN rARE' 
1190 PRINT'UNHLES5 AND O<T<l. 0<R<I. O<T+R<1. THE SUN ANGLE AND VIEW', 
1200 PRINT 'ANGLE ARE MEASURED IN flEGF:EES. BECAUSE OF THE CHOICE OF CO-' 
1210 PRINT'ORDINATE SYSTEM. rHE DEnH OF A LAYER SHOULD BE UlTERED AS' 
1220 PRINT'A NEGATIVE NUMBER.' 
1230 DIM E(3,3),!(3,1) 
1240 F'RINT'ENTER WAVELENGTH IN NANOMETERS'; 
1250 INPUT J7 
1260 PRINT'ENTER NUMBER OF LAYERS. SUN ANGLE. VIEW ANGLE. AND REFLECT-' 
1270 PRINT'ANCE FOR SOIL'; 
1280 INPur Nl,S2,V2,Sl 
1290 S=S2*3.14159/180 
1300 V=V2*3.14159/1BO 
1310 MAT G=lDNI3.3) 
1320 K3(O)=0 
1330 FOR N=1 TO Nl 
1340 PRINT'ENTER NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN. A/o;[. DEF'TH OF LAYER' ;N; 
1350 INPUT N2(N).D1(N) 
1360 FOR M=l TO N2(N) 
1370 F'RINr' ENTER AREA-HORIZONTAL. NUHBER"HORIZON! AL. AREA-VERTICAL.' 
1380 F'RINT'NUMBER-VERTICAL. REFLECTANCE. AND TRANBMITTANCE FOR COM-' 
1390 PRINT'PONENT NUMBER';M 
1400 INF'Ul 1l5(N,M) ,H6(N',M) ,V5~N,M) ,V6(NrM) ,R9(N,M) ,T{N,M) 
1410 J=2/3.14159 
1420 A(N,M)=H5{N,M)*H6CN,M)*(1-T(N,M» 
1430 A(N,M)=A{N,M)+V5(N,M)*V6(N,M)*(1-(R9(N,M)+T(N,M\~/2) 
1440 B(N,M)~H~(N,M)*H6(N,M)*R9(N,M)tV5(N,M)*V6(N,M'*«R9(N,M)+T(N,M»/2) 
1450 C(N,M)-~H5(NrM)*H6(N,M)*k9(N,M) 
1460 C(NrM)=CfN,M)+J*V5(~,M)*V6(N,M)*«R9(N,M)+T(N,M»/2)*TAN(S) 
1470 C9(N,M)=~.V5(N,Ml*V6(N,M}~<CR9(N,M}+T(N,M»/2)*TAN(S) 
1480 C9(N.M)-C9(N.MIIH5(N.M)*H6(N.M,IT(N.H) 
1490 K(N,M)~H5(N,M)~H6(N,M)+J*~'5(N,M'*V6(N,M)*TAN(S) 
1500 1'\2 (N, M) ;:·H5 (N t M) *H6 (N, M) +,.J*')5 (i~, 11 \ *V6 (N, M) *TAN (V) 
1510 A1(NI'Al'N>+A(N.M) , 
1520 Bl(N)-BIIN,tBIN.M) 
lSJO Cl<N),:L.I'r,')+CCN,M) 
154n C~(N)-r~:~'~j(?(N,M) 
l<=;SO 1(1 (fL ·1\1<~:' l!,(rh'M) 
1~~) "".·HN) " .. 1 / '" H.?(N~'1) 
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:L570 NEXT H 
1580 K3CN)=K3CN-I)+K4CN)*DIIN) 
1590 K5CN)=EXPIK3CN-I» 
1600 K6CN)=EXPCK3IN», , 
1610 GICN)=SQRCAICN)**2-B1CN)**2) 
1620 ZICN)=I/CAICN>+G1CN» 
1630 Z2CN)=I/IA1IN)-GIIN» 
j 
1640 Z7 CN )=AI I N )**2-Kl<N) **2-BlCN) **2 
1650 IF Z7IN)=0 THEN 2500' 
.. J 
54 
1660 Z3IN)=IIA1IN)-K1CN»*C1CN)+B1CN)*C2IN»/IA1CN)**2-KlIN)**2-BIIN)**2) 
1670 Z4CN)=1/BIIN) 
1680 Z5CN)=ICA1CN)+KIIN»*C2CN)+BIIN)*C1CN»/IA1IN)**2-KIIN)**2-BlIN)**2) 
1690 WlIN)=EXPCGIIN)*DlIN» 
1700 W2CN)=EXPI-l*GIIN)*DIIN» 
1710 W3IN)=EXPIKIIN)*DlIN» 
1720 HAT E=ZERI3.3) 
1730 Ell.1)=ZIIN) 
1740 EII.2)=Z2IN) 
1750 Ell.3)=Z3IN) 
1760 EI2.1)=Z4tN) 
1770 EI2.2)=Z4IN) 
1780 EI2.3)=ZSIN) 
1790 EI3.!)=0 
1800 EI3.2)=O 
1810 EC3.3)=1 
1820 HAT D=ZERI3.3) 
1830 DII.I)=WI(N) 
1840 DI2,2)=W~IN) 
1850 D(3,3)=W3(N) 
1860 HAT Pl=INVIE) 
1870 HAT P2=E*D 
1880 HAT P=P2*PI 
1890 MAT H=G 
1900 HAT G=PIH 
1910 NEXT N 
1920 A3=-I*IGll.3)-I*Sl*IGI2.3)+GI3,3») 
1930 A4=Gll.l)-1*Sl*IGI2.1)+GI3.1» 
1940 IF A4=0 THEN 2480 
1950 AO=A3/A4 
1960 RSll)=O 
1970 R6CO)=0 
1980 ICld)=AO 
1990 .1 C 2.1) =0 
2000 1(3,1);1 1 
2010 FOR N=1 TO NI 
2020 ECI.I)=ZIIN) 
2030 E(1,2)=Z2CN) 
2040 Ell.3)=Z3IN) 
2050 EI2.1)=Z4IN) 
2060 E(2,2)=Z4(N) 
2070 EC2,3)=Z5IN) 
2080 EC3d )=0 
2090 E{3,2)=O 
2100 EI3,3)=1 
2110 D(l,l)=Wl(N) 
2120 D(2,2)=W2CN) 
2130 DI3.3)=W3IN) 
2140 MAT PI=INVCE) 
2150 HAT P3=Pl*I 
2160 FOR H=1 TO N2IN) 
2170 FICN.H)=V5(N.H)'V6(N.H)*ICTIN.M'+Rq(N.M»/~)IJ*TANIV) 
2180 Fl(N,M)=Fl{N,M)+H5(N,M)*H6(N,M)*T·N,M) 
2190 F2(NrM)=t)5~N,M~*V6(N,M)*~(1'N,M)+RY'N,M»/2)*rAN(V)*J 
2200 F2<"N,M) ,t ~,"N,MH+I:-(N,li:'*H6(N~M)*1\'9(N,M; 
2210 F3(N .. M:·.,-,I)S(N,Mnf<v",Ct,I,(.p*( ( I (N,;~iH'R':-··.N,M) 'I;':»~ 
2220 F3(N,M)=F~t~.M)*(J'~:\*'r~NcV'*TAN(S) 
'.!W '£ l\.G)\\ ta 
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2230 F3IN.M)-F3IN.M)+H5IN.M)IH6IN.H)IR9IN.M) 
2240 TtCN,M)=ZlIN)IP3Cl,1)*11/IK4CN)+GlCN»)*Cl-EXPCCK4CN)+Gl(N»*Dl(N») 
2250 T2(N,H)=Z2IN)*P312,1)III/IK4IN)-G1IN»)*(1-EXPIIK4IN)-G1(N»*D1(N») 
2260 T3IN,H)=Z3IN)IP313,1)*11/IKl(N)+K4IN»)*11-EXPIIKlIN)+K4IN»*D1IN») 
2270 R1IN.M)=FIIN,M)*(TIIN,M)+T2IN,M)+T3IN,M» 
2280 T4IN,M)=Z4IN)*P311,llII1/IK4IN)+GIIN»)111-EXPIIK4IN)+GIIN»*D1IN») 
2290 T5IN,H)=Z4IN)IP312,1)*ll/IK4IN)-GlIN»)111-EXPIIK4IN)-G1IN»ID1IN») 
2300 T6IN,M)=Z5IN)*P313,1)~'1/IK1IN)+K4IN»)*11-EXPIIKICN)+K4IN»*DIIN») 
2310 R2(N,M)~F2(N,M)*(T4(N,M)~T5(N,M)+T6(N,M» 
2320 T7IN,M)=11/IKIIN)+K4CN»)III-EXPCIKIIN)+K4CN»IDICN») 
2330 R3IN,M)=F3IN.M)IP3(3.1)IT7IN.M) 
2340 R4(N.M)=RIIN.M)+R2CN.M)+R3CN,M) 
2350 R5(N)=R5CN)+R4IN,M) 
2360 NEXT M 
2370 R6IN)=R6IN-l)+K;,IN)*R5(N) 
2380 MAT P4=EID 
2390 MAT I=P4*P3 
2400 NEXT N 
2410 Q1=Zl(N1)IP311,1)IEXPIG1IN1)ID1IN1» 
2420 Q2=Z2CN1)IP312,1)IEXPI-1IG1INl)IDlCN1» 
2430 Q3=Z3INl)IP313,1)IEXPIKlINI)ID1(Nl» 
2440 R7=K6INl)IIQ1+a2+Q3) 
2450 R=R7+R6I Nl) 
2460 PRINT'THE RADIANCE IS';Rl3.14159;'.· 
2470 GO TO 2520 
2480 print-this problem has nQ solution because ~rho(cll)=O.· 
2490 GO TO 2520 
2500 PRINT'THIS IS THE REPEATED ROOTS CASE WHERE K=G, THIS SPECIAL' 
2510 PRINT'CASE WAS NOT CONSIDERED,' 
2520 END 
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1000 PRINT'DO YOU WISH TO READ INSTRUCHONS CYES OR NO)'; 
1010 INPUT M 
1020 IF A$<>'YES' THEN 1~30 ' 
103() PRINT' THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE RADIANCE. AS PROPOSED l3Y' 
56 
1040 PRINT'GWYNN SUITS. FROM A SINGLE-LAYERED PLANT CANOPY WHOSE DEPTH' 
10S0 PRINT'IS CONSIDERED AS INFINITE. THE P;~OGRAM WAS WRITTEN IN PARTIAL' 
1060 PRINT'FULFILLMENT OF THE THESIS REQUIRf~ENTS OF JUAN M. CANTU. WHOSE' 
1070 PRINT' GRA[IUATE An,ISOR WAS DR. JOE CHANCE.' 
1080 F'RINT' THROUGHOUT THE FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS. THE SAME UNITS OF' 
1090 PRINT'MEASUREMENTS SHOULD BE USED. THAT IS. IF THE DEPTH IS IN CM •• ' 
1100 PRINT'THEN THE AREA IS IN CM.**2. AND THE VOLUME IS IN CM.**3.' 
1110 PRINT' WITHIN A SINGLE LAYER. THERE CAN EXIST SEVERAL COMPONENTS' 
1120 PRINT'CLEAVES. STALKS. FRUITS. FLOWERS) EACH WITH ITS OWN SET OF' 
1130 PRINT'PHYSICAL AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES. THE AREA OF A COMPONENT IS' 
1140 PRINT'DIVIDED INTO THE AREA PROJECTED ON A HORIZONTAL PLANE AND THE' 
1150 PRINT'AREA PROJECTED ON TWO ORTHOGONAL VERTICAL PLANES. IF THE AREA' 
1160 PRINT'IS MEASURED IN CM.**2. THEN THE NUMBER OF HORIZONTAL AND VER-' 
1170 PRINT'TICAL COMPONENTS PER UNIT VOLUME SHOULD BE IN 1/CM.**3. THE' 
1180 PRINT'TRANSMITTANCE CTl AND REFLECTANCE CR) OF A COMPONENT ARE UNIT-' 
1190 PRINT'LESS AND O<T<1. O<R<l. O<TtR<l. THE SUN ANGLE AND VIEW ANGLE' 
1200 PRINT'ARE MEASURED IN DEGREES. BEr.AUSE OF THE CHOICE OF COORDINATE' 
1210 PRINT'SYSTEM. THE DEPTH OF A LAYER SHOULD BE ENTERED A~ A NEGATIVE' 
1220 PRINT'NUMBER.' 
1230 PRINT'ENTER THE WAVELENGTH IN NANOMETERS', 
1240 INPUT J7 
1250 PRINT'ENTER SUN ANGLE, VIEW ANGLE. AND NUMBER OF COMPONENTS', 
1260 INPUT S2,V2,N2 
1270 5=52*3.14159/180 
1280 V=V2*3.14159/180 
1290 FOR M=1 TO N2 
1300 PRINT 'ENTER AREA-HORIZONTAL, NUMBER-HORIZONTAL, AREA-VERTICAL,' 
1310 PRINT'NUMBER-VERTICAL, REFLECTANCE, AND TRANSMITTANCE FOR COM-' 
1320 PRINT'PONENT NUMBER';M 
1330 INPUT HSCM),H6CM),VSCM),V6CM),R9CM),TCM) 
1340 J=2/3.14159 
13S0 ACM)=H5CM)*H6CM)*Cl-TCM»tV5CM)*V6CM)*Cl-CR9CH)tTCM»/2) 
1360 l3CM)=HSCH)*H6CH)*R9CM)tVS(M)*V6CM)*CCR9CM)tTCH»/2) 
1370 CCM)=H5CM)*H6CM)*R9CM)tJ*V5CM)*V6CM)*CCR9CM)tTCM»/2)*TANCS) 
1380 C9CM)=H5CM)*H6CM')*TCM)tJ*VSCM)*V6CM)*CCR9CM)tTCM»/2)*TANCS) 
1390 K{M)=H5(M)~;!~(M)+J*V5(M)*V6(M)*TAN(S) 
1400 K2CM)=H5CM)*H61~)tJ.VSCM)*V6CM)*TANCV) 
1410 A1CM)=A1CM-l)tACM) 
1420 B1CM)~B1CM-l)tBCM) 
1430 C1CM)=C1CM-t)tCCM) 
1440 C2CM)-L2CM-l)tC9CM) 
1450 K1CM)~K1CM-l)+KCM) 
1460 K:5CM)=K3CM-l )H,2CM) 
1470 NEXT M 
1480 ZI=CCA1CN2)tKl'N2»*B1CN2)IC2CN2).B1CN2)**~*C1CN2» 
1490 Z2=Bl (N2) **2+K:. (N2) **2-Al (N~) i:*:! 
1500 IF Z2=0 THEN ,680 
1510 Z=ZI/Z2 
1520 Gl=SQR(A1CN2)**2-Bl(N2'**2) 
1530 Xl=1/CA1CN2)tGl) 
1540 X2=«Al(N2)-Kl(N2»*Cl(N~)+C2(N2)*Bl(N2»/(-1*7~) 
155C XJ--t/Bl(N2) 
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1560 X4=CCA1CN2)tK1CN2»*C2CN2)tB1CN2)*C1CN2l)/C-l*Z2) 
1570 FOR M=1 TO N2 
1580 F1CM)=H5CM)*H6CM)*TCM)tV5CH)*V6CH)*CCTCM)tR9CM»/2)*J*TANCV) 
1590 F2CH)=HSCM)*H6CH)*R9CM)tV5CH)*V6CM)*CCTCH)tR9CM»/2)*J*TANCV) 
1600 F4CN,=V5CM)*V6CM)*!CTCH)tR9CH»/2)*CJ**2)*TANCS)*TANCV) 
1610 F3(M)=F4CM)tHSCM)*H6CM)*R9CH) 
1620 R1CM)=F1CH)*CX1*Z*Cl/CGltK3CN2»)tX2*Cl/CK1CN2)tK3CN2)») 
1630 R2CH)=F2CM)*CX3*Z*<1/CGltK3CN2» )tX4*C1/CI(lCN2ltK3CN2»» 
1640 R3CM)=F3CM)*Cl/CK1CN2)tK3CN2») 
1650 R4CH)=R4CH-l)tR1CH)tR2CH)tR3CH) 
1660 NEXT M 
1670 GO TO 1710 
1680 PRINT'THIS IS THE REPEATED ROOTS CASE WHERE K=G. THIS CASE WAS' 
1690 PRINT'NOT CONSIDERED,', 
1700 GO TO 1720 
1710 PRINT'THE RADIANCE IS';R4CN2)/3.14159;',' 
1720 END 
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COH2 10:23 27-MAY-75 
1000 PRINT'DO YOU WISH TO READ INSTRUCTIONS (YES OR NO)'; 
1010 INPUT A$ 
1020 IF A$<>'YES' THEN 1240 
58 
1030 PRINT' THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE RADIANCE FROM A PLANT CANOPY' 
1040 PRINT'CONSISTING OF TWO LAYERS. THE DEPTH OF THE FIRST LAYER IS' 
1050 PRINT'FINITE WHILE THAT OF THE SECOND IS CONSIDERED AS INFINITE,' 
1060 PRINT'THE PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN IN PARTIAL FULFULLMENT OF THE THESIS' 
1070 PRINT'REQUIREMENTS OF JUAN M. CANTU. WHOSE GRADUATE ADVISOR WAS DR.' 
1080 PRINT'JOE CHANCE.' 
10QO PRINT' THROUGHOUT THE FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS, THE SAME UNITS OF' 
1100 PRINT'MEASUREMENTS SHOULD BE USr.D. THAT IS, IF THE DEPTH IS IN CM.,' 
1110 PRINT'THEN THE AREA IS IN CM.**2, AND THE VOLUME IS IN CM.**3.' 
1120 PRINT' WITHIN A SIN'3LE LAYER, THERE CAN EXIST SEVERAL COMPONENTS' 
1130 PRINT'(LEAVES, STALKS, FRUITS, FLOWERS) EACH WITH ITS OWN SET OF' 
1140 PRINT'PHYSICAL AND OP;ICAL PROPERTIES. THE AREA OF A COMPONENT IS ' 
1150 PRINT'DIVIDEI' INTO THE AREA PROJECTED ON A HORIZONTAL PLANE AND THE' 
1160 F'RINT'AREA PROJECTED ON TWO ORTHOGONAL VERTICAL PLANES. IF THE AREA' 
1170 PRINT'IS MEASUREI' IN CM.**2, THEN THE NUMBER OF HORIZONTAL AND VER-' 
1180 PRINT'TICAL COMF'ONENTS PER UNIT VOLUME SHOULl' BE IN l/CH,**3. THE' 
1190 PRINT'TRANSMITTANCE (T) AND REFLECTANCE (R) OF A COMPONENT ARE UNIT-' 
1200 PRINT'LESS AND O<T<1. O<R<I. O<TtR<1. THE SUN ANGLE AND VIEW ANGLE' 
1210 PRINT'ARE MEASURED IN DEGREES. BECAUSE OF THE CHOICE OF COORDINATE' 
1220 PRINT'SYSTEM. THE DEPTH OF A LAYER SHOULD BE ENTERED AS A NEGATIVE' 
1230 PRINT'NUMBER,' 
1240 PRINT'ENTER WAVELENGTH IN NANOMETERS'; 
1250 INPUT J7 
1260 PRINT'ENTER SUN ANGLE AND VIEW ANGLE'; 
1270 INPUT S2,V2 
1280 5=52*3.14159/180 
1290 V=V2*3.14159/1BO 
1300 FOR N=1 TO 2 
1310 PRINT'FOR LAYER';N;'ENTER NUMBER OF COMPONENTS'; 
1320 INPUT NUN) 
1330 IF N=1 THEN 1350 
1340 GO TO 1370 
1350 PRINT'ENTER ['EPTH OF FIRST LAYER'; 
1360 INPUT 01 
1370 FOR M=1 TO Nl(N) 
1380 PRINT'ENTER AREA-HORIZONTAL. NUMBER-HORIZONTAL. AREA-VERTICAL' 
1390 PRINT' NUMBER-tJERTrCAL. REFLECTANCE. ANI' TRANSMI TTANCE FOR COMPONENT' 
1400 PRINT'NUMBER';M 
1410 INPUT H5CN,H),H6(N,M),V5(N,M),V6(N,M),R9(N,M',TCN,M) 
1420 J=2/3.14159 
1430 A(N,M)=V5(N,M)*V6IN,M)*ll-IR9(N.M)tT(N.M»/2) 
1440 A(N,M)=A(N,M)+H5(N,M)*H~(N,M)*(1-T(N,M» 
1450 BCN,M)=V5(N,H)*V6(N,M)*(CR9(N,M)+T(N,H»/2) 
1460 BIN.M)=B(N.M)rH5(N,M)*H6'N,M)*R9IN.M) 
1470 C(N,M)=~*V5(N,M)*V6(N,M)*«RO(NtM)+T(N,M»/2)*TAN(S) 
1480 C(N,M)=C(N.M)tH5(N.M)*H6(N.M)'R9IN.M) 
1490 C9CN,M)=J*V5(N,M)*V6(N,M)*«R9(N,MltT(N,M»,'2>*fANCS) 
1500 C9(N,M)=C9cN,M)tHS(N,M)*H6(N,M'*lCN,M) 
1510 K(N,M)=H5(N'M)*H6(N,M)+J*V~(N,M)*V6(U,M)*TAN(S) 
1520 1\2 (N r M) =H'5 (N, M) *H6 (N, M) +J*~I~ (N y M) ;ftj6 (N, M) *TAN (V) 
1530 Al(N)=AlIN)tA(N.M) 
1540 Bl(N)=Bl(N)tB(N.M) 
1550 Cl(N)=Cl(N)tC(N.M) 
1500 C200 =C2;N)!-CS",N,M; 
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1570 K1CN)=K1CN)tKIN,M) 
iS80 K4(N)=K4(N)+K2CN,M) 
1590 NEXT M 
1600 K3CN)=EXPCK4CN-l llI'I) 
1610 G1CN)=HQRIA1CN)*'2-BJ(N •• t~1 
1620 ZICN)=I/IA1IN)tGlIN» 
1630 Z2CN)=I/CA1INI-ijtCN) 
1640 Z7(N)=AJ (N)**;!-Kl (N)I*2-81 CN)**2 
1650 IF Z7(N)=0 THEN 2360 
59 
1660 ~3CN)=CCA1IN)-K1CN»IC1IN)tB1IN)*C2IN»/CA1(N)*.2-Kl(N)**2-B1CN)**2) 
1670 Z4CN)=1/BlIN) 
1680 Z5CN)=CCAIIN)tKlIN»IC2(N)tBlIN)ICIIN»/IA1CN)"2-K1CN)1*2-BlIN)*'2) 
1690 MAT E=ZERI3,3) 
1700 Ell,I)=ZlIN) 
1710 E(i,2)=Z2CN) 
1720 Ell,3)=Z3IN) 
1730 EI2,1)=Z4IN) 
1740 EI2,2)=Z4IN) 
1750 E(2,3)=Z5IN) 
1760 EI3,1)=0 
1770 EC3,2)=O 
1780 EC3,3)=1 
1790 ON N GD TO 1800,1860 
1800 MAT D=ZERC3,3) 
1810 DC1,1)=EXPIG1Cl)'Dl) 
1820 DC2,2)=EXPI-lIGlI1)ID1) 
1830 DC3'3)=EXPIK111)ID1) 
1840 MAT Pl=EID 
1850 GO TO 1870 
1860 MAT P2=INVCE) 
1870 NEXT N 
1880 MAT F'=F'2IF'l 
1890 IF P<2,1)-P<2,2)=0 THEN 2350 
1900 Xl(1)=(Z5(1)*Bl(1)*~(2,2)-PC2,3»/<P(2'1)-P(2,2» 
1910 X2(1)=-1ICX1Cl)tZ5Cl)'B1Cl» 
1920 X3(1)=1 
1930 ll-Xl(1)'EXPCG1Cl)'Dl)IC1/B1Cl»tX211)'EXPC-lIGlI1)'DI)WC1/B1Cl» 
1940 L2=EXPCK1Cl)'Dl)'CZ5Cl)-Z512» 
1950 XI(2)=B1C2)'CLltL2) 
1960 X2(2)=0 
1970 X3(2)=EXPIK1(1)ID1) 
198G FOR N=l TO 2 
1990 FOR M=1 TO NICN) 
2000 FlIN,M)=V5CN,M)IV6CN,M)ICCTIN,M)tR9CN,M»/21IJITANCV) 
2010 FIIN,M)=FIIN,M)tH5CN,M)IH6IN,M)'TIN,M) 
2020 F2CN,M)=V5IN,M)'V6(N,M)'IITCN,M)tR9CN,M»/2)'JITANCV) 
2030 F2CN,M)=F2CN,M)tH5IN,M)IH6CN,M)'R9IN,M) 
2040 T1CN,M)=V5CN,M)IV6IN,M)ICCTCN,M)tR9CN,M»/2) 
2050 TlIN,M)=TIIN,M)'IJ'121*TANIVI'TANISI 
2060 F3CN,M)=H5CN,MI'H6IN,M)'R9IN,M)tT1IN,MI 
2070 IF N=l THEN 2090 
2080 GO TO 2:?10 
2090 GlINI=ZICN)IX1INI'II/,K4INltG1CN)11111-EXPCIK4INltGlIN1)IDl» 
2100 Q2IN)=Z2INI'X2CN)III/IK4IN)-GIINI)IICI-EXf'I(K4CN.-GlCNIIIDll) 
2110 Q3CNI=Z3CN)IX3CNII'I/CKIIN)tK4IN)II*CI-EXPI(KICNltK4IN1)*Dll) 
2120 RIIN,MI=FICN,M)ICG1(NltQ2CN)tQ3INI) 
2130 G4CN)=Z41NIIXIINII(1/CK4CN)tGICNI)IICI-EXPCIK4IN)tGICN1)*DlI1 
2140 G5CNI=Z4(NI*X2CNI*1 1I<K4INI-GJ. CNI I )IC l-EXPC CK4CN)-Gl CNI IIDI I) 
2150 Q6CNI=Z5IN)'X3CNIIX l/lKl INItl<4CN) I )IC l-EXPC IKlCNltK4CNI IIDl) I 
2160 R2IN,MI=F2CN,M)*CQ4(N)tQ5IN)tQ6CN)1 
2170 R3CN.M)"F3IN.M)*X3IN)'(I/IKIINltK4IN)II*CI-EXPCCK1(NltK4CNIIIDII) 
2180 R4IN,MI=R1CN,M)tR2IN,M)tR3CN,M) 
2190 R5IN)~R5CNltR4IN,MI 
2200 GO TO 2300 
2210 Q1CNI=ZICN'IXICNIICI/(K4CNltGICNI)1 
2220 Q2CN)=Z]INI'X3CNI'CI/(KI(NltK4CNII) 
ORIGINAL P!Glll m 
OF POOR QUlJ.,n:'li 
l 
j 
I 
i 
j 
1 
'j 
I 
1 
r 
2230 
2240 
2250 
" 
::2:.260 
2270 
2280 
2290 
2300 
2310 
2~20 
2330 
2340 
2350 
2360 
2370 
2380 
READY 
Rl(N.M)=Fl(N.M)*(Gl(N)+G2(N» 
G3(N)=Z4(N)IX1(N)*(1/(K4(N)+Gl(N») 
Q4(N)=Z5tN)*X3(N)I(1/(Kl(N)+K4(N») 
R2(N.M)=F2(N.H)*(Q3(N)+G4(N» 
R3(N.M)=F3(N.M)IX3(N)I(1/tKl(N)+K4(N») 
R4(N.M)=R1(N.M)+R2(N.M)+R3(N.M) 
RS( N) :;;R5 (N) +R'4 (N iM) 
NEXT M 
R6(N)=R6(N-1)+K3(N\*R5(N) 
NEXT N 
PRINT'THE RADIANCE IS';R6(2)/3,14159;',' 
GO TO 2380 
j 
print'this problem has no soll.Jtion becalJse h=i.· 
PRINT'THIS IS THE REF'EATEII ROOTS CASE WHEflE K=G. THIS SPECIAL' 
PR!NT' CASE WAS NOT CONS I DEREII , ' 
END 
ORIGINMJ pA:GillllS 
0F POOR QUALm 
1. 
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